Introduction
At present a great deal is known about the value distribution of systems of meromorphic functions on an open Riemann surface. One has the beautiful results of Picard, E. Borel, Nevanlinna, Ahlfors, H. and J. Weyl and many others to point to. (See [1] , [2] .)
The aim of this paper is to make the initial step towards an n-dimensional analogue of this theory.
A natural general setting for the value distribution theory is the following one. We consider a complex n-manifold X and a holomorphic vector bundle E over X whose fiber dimension equals the dimension of X and wish to study the zero-sets of holomorphic sections of E.
When X is compact (and without boundary) then it is well-known that if the zeroes of any continuous section are counted properly then the algebraic sum of these zero-points is independent of the section and is given by the integral of the nth Chern (2) class of E over X: Thus we have zeroes of s=| cn(E), (1.1) Number of J x and this formula is especially meaningful for a holomorphic section because the indexes of all the isolated zeroes of such a section are necessarily positive.
The central question of the value distribution theory is to describe the behavior of the zeroes of holomorphic sections when X is not compact. (For continuous sections there (1) This work was partially supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. The second author was a professor of the Miller Institute at the University of California (Berkeley) and received partial support from the Office of Naval Research.
(2) With misgivings on the part of the second author we have adopted a terminology now commonly used.
are no restrictions in that case, for instance there is always a section which does not vanish at all!)
The main results, all concerned with the case dimX = 1, then take the following form.
One considers a finite-dimensional "sufficiently ample" subspace V of the space of all holomorphic sections of E and shows that under suitable convexity conditions on E and X "most" of the sections in V vanish the "same number of times". Depending on how "most" and "same number of times" are defined, one gets results of various degrees of delicacy and difficulty. For example, the classical Picard theorem asserts that when X is the Gauss-plane, so that E may be taken as the trivial line bundle C, and dim V=2, then at most 2 sections of V in general position can fail to vanish on X. The Borel generalization of this theorem asserts that when dim V = n, then at most n sections in V, in general position, can fail to vanish. Here, as throughout, the term general position is used in the following sense: A set of n elements v: .... , vn of a vector-space V is called in general position, if any subset of k elements span a/c-dimensional subspace of V, for k = 1 ..... dim V.
In the Nevanlinna theory one again deals with X = C, dim V = 2, but now a deficiency index ~(s) is defined for every sE V-0, which measures the extent to which s behaves unlike the generic section in V. In particular (~ has the properties (~(~s)=~(s), if ~EC-0; 0 <~(s)~< 1; and finally: (~(s)= 1 if s does not vanish on X. The "first main theorem" may then be interpreted as asserting that ~ considered as a function on the projective space P:(V) of lines in V, is equal to 0 almost everywhere. Thus "most" sections in the measure sense behave the same way.
The second main theorem yields the much stronger inequality:
valid for any system of sections s~ E V in general position. The Ahlfors generalization deals with the case dim V=n and again proves among other things that 6(s)=0 nearly everywhere, and that now the inequality (~(s~) < n t=1 is valid for any system of s~ E V, which are in general position.
Usually these results are stated in terms of maps of X into the Riemann-sphere, (i.e., meromorphic functions) for the Picard and Nevanlinna theory, while the Borel and Ahlfors generalizations deal with maps of X into complex projective spaces of higher dimensions. The transition to our formulation is quite trivial. Indeed consider the evaluation map: ex: V-->E x which attaches to each section in V, the value of s at x. By definition, a space of sections V will be "sufficiently ample" if and only if:
~) ex: V-->Ex is onto for each xEX.
/~) V contains a section which vanishes to the first order at some point of X. Now let k(x) be the kernel of e x. This is then a subspaee of a fixed dimension m=dimV-dim Ex, in V, so that the assignment x--->k(x) defines a map ev:X---~P,~ (V) of X into the Grassmannian of m-dimensional subspaces in V. Now for each s C V, let z(s) be the subvariety of P,~(V) consisting of those subspaces which contain 8. Then, for s ~-0, z(s) has codimension n in P,~(V), and it is clear that the zeroes of s on X correspond precisely to the intersections of ev(X) with z(s) in P,~(V).
In particular, when dim E z is 1, Pro(V) is just a projective space, and z(s) is a hyperplane, so that we may reformulate our statements in the terms of the number of hyperplanes which the image of X avoids.
Conversely, starting with a map e:X-->Pm(V), one may pull back the quotient bundle of Pro(V) (see the end of Section 6) to obtain a bundle E over X, together with a finite dimensional subspace, V, of sections of E, for which ev=e. Indeed, let Kc X • V, consist of the subset (x, v) for which v Ee (x) . Then K is a sub-bundle of the trivial bundle X • V, and the corresponding quotient bundle, X • V/K is the desired bundle E. The constant sections of X • V over X, then go over into the desired subspace, V, of sections of E. Thus these two points of view are 5ompletely equivalent.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the n-dimensional case and we are able to push to an analogue of the first main theorem. Thus we obtain the weak equidistribution in the measure sense only. On the other hand this generalization is not quite immediate and in fact depends on a formula in the theory of characteristic classes, which seems to us of independent interest. To formulate this result we need to recall two facts: Namely 1) That the complex structure on X induces a natural "twisted boundary operator", d c, on the real differential forms, A(X), of X, and 2) That a given Hermitian structure on E determines definite representatives, ck(E)EA(X), ]c=l, ..., n, of the Chern classes of E. With this understood, we consider a given Hermitian, complex n-bundle E, over X and its Chern form cn(E) eA(X). Also let B*(E) = (e e El0 < l e I < 1} be the subset of vectors in e which are of length greater than 0 and length less than 1, and set ~:B*(E)-->X equal to the natural projection. Then our first and principal result is expressed by the theorem: THEOREM I. There exists a real valued/orm ~ on B*(E) which is o/type (n-l, n-l) and/or which dd c :~*cn (E) =~ e- (1.3) Further i/E is non-negative then Q may be chosen to be non-negative.
Remark that B*(E) has the homotopy type of the unit sphere bundle S(E), of E, and it is of course well known that cn(E), when lifted to S(E), becomes a boundary. Hence Theorem I refines this result for the complex analytic model B*(X) of S(E).
The method which leads to Theorem I also yields the following auxiliary result.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let E be a complex analytic bundle and let e(E) and c'(E) be the Chern ]orms o/ E relative to two different Hermitian structures. Then c(E)-c'(E)=ddc'2 /or some 2.
In other words, if we define/~k(X) by:
then the class in/~*(X) =~I:Ik(X) of the Chern form c(E), of E relative to some Hermitian structure on E, is independent of that Hermitian structure, so that we may define a
In fact, Theorem I will follow directly from the following Whitney type duality theorem concerning these refined Cheru classes: 
The formula (1.2) is very pertinant for the whole Nevanlinna theory; for instance in the one-dimensional case, ~ is just a real valued function on B*(E), and is seen to be minus the logarithmic "height" function:
Q(e)= -log I(e)l ~, eEB*(E).
Indeed one may roughly express the situation by saying that the first "main inequality" of the Nevanlinna theory is just a twice integrated version of (1.3) .
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we review the theory of characteristic classes as found in [3] , [5] . We then go on to refine this theory for complex analytic Hermitian bundles in Sections 3 to 5. Section 6 is devoted to a proof of the generalized GaussBonnet theorem which fits into the context of this paper. In Section 7 we define the order function, while in Section 8 we formulate and start to prove the eqnidistribution theorem.
Sections 9 and 10 then complete this proof. Our final section brings a leisurely account of the classical Nevanlinna theorem. This Section 11 is included primarily to show how much more will have to be done before an n-dimensional analogue of this delicate theorem is established.
Curvature and characteristic classes
In this section E will denote a C~ over the Coo manifold X. We write T = T(X) for the cotangent bundle of X, and A(X)~A~(X) for the graded ring of Coo complex valued differential forms on X. The differential operator on A(X) is denoted by d. More generally we write A(X; E) for the differential forms on X with values in E. Thus if F(E) denotes the C ~ sections of E, then A(X; E)= A (X)| Aocx)F(E).
The natural pairing from F(E)| A~ to F(E@ F)(1) will often be written simply as multiplication.
Our aim here is to give an elementary and essentially selfeontained review of the geometric theory of characteristic classes, as developed by Chern and Weil. More precisely, we will describe how the curvature of a connection on the vector bundle E can be used to construct closed differential forms on X whose cohomology classes are independent of the connection chosen and therefore furnish topological invariants of the bundle E. Of the many definitions of a connection we will use the differential operator one. It leads to the simplest local formulae. We will also thereby avoid the possibly less elementary concept of principal bundles. For a more general account of this theory see [3] , [4] , [5] .
DEF~NITIO~ 2.1. A connection on E is a di/]erential operator D: F( E)---~-F( T* | E) which is a derivation in the sense that ]or any ] EA~

D(/s)=d].s § set(E).
(2.2)
Remarks. In general a differential operator from F(E) to F(F) is just a C-linear map which decreases supports. If such an operator is also A~ linear, then it is induced by a ]inear map from E to F, i.e., by a section of Hom (E, F). Thus if D 1 and D 2 are connections then D~-D 2 is induced by an element of F Horn (E*, T*|
Hom (E, E)).
Suppose now that E is equipped with a definite connection D. One may then construct the Chern form of E relative to the connection D in the following manner.
Let S = (s~}, i = 1, ..., n be a set of sections (2) AO(s, D) . (2.4) This is the curvature matrix of D relative to the frame s. Because even forms commute with one another it makes sense to take the determinant of the matrix 1 § D)/2g and so to obtain an element det {1 + iK(s, D)/2g} E A(U).
A priori, this form depends on the frame s. However as we will show in a moment, det {l § D)/2g} is actually independent of the frame s, and therefore defines a global form, the Chern form of E relative to D, c(E, D) in A(X). More precisely c(E, D) is defined as follows: We cover X by {U~} which admit frames s ~ over U~, and then set (2.5) from which one directly derives the important formula: Note first of all that the transformation law (2.6) is characteristic of the elements of A(X; Hom (E, E)). Indeed if ~EAP(X; Horn (E, E)) and if s is a frame for E over U, then determines a matrix of p-forms ~(s)= II~(s),j[ I by the formula: 
It is now also an easy matter to construct elements ~ E Ik(Mn) so that
In short, the two properties of c(E, D) which we are after will follow from the more conceptual assertion that for any ~ E Ik(Mn), the form ~((K[E, D])) is closed and its homology class independent of D.
We will now derive both these properties from the invariance identity (2.8 whenever the x~ and y are homogeneous elements with q=deg y, and/(a) =~>~ deg x~.
From the derivation property of d it follows further that, with the x~ as above: Remarks. This concludes our elementary and therefore necessarily rather pedestrian account of the theory of characteristic classes for vector-bundles. A slightly more conceptual path to the same results might run along these lines.
One first notes the following general properties: (2.22) . A pairing of bundles from EQF to G induces a pairing from
AP(X; E)| F)
to A~+q(X; G) by combining the above pairing with exterior multiplication. All pairings of this type will be written as a multiplication, i.e., denoted by a dot. 
D(O.s)=dO.s+(-1)~O.Ds, OEA~(X), sEF(E).
Now, with these trivialities out of the way, one may argue as follows. First one shows that there is a unique element K[E, D]EA~(X; Hom (E, E)) such that
D~s=K[E, D].s for any sEF(E).
One next observes (as we did) that ~o e Ik(M~) defines a definite homomorphism ~:Hom(E, E)(k)--~ 1, of the kth tensor power of Hom(E, E) into the trivial bundle, and so induces a map
cp:A(X, Horn (E, E)(k))--> A(X).
Now, our earlier ~((K[E, D])) is defined simply as rf{K[E, D]~)}.
One next shows that extension to A(X; Horn (E, E) (k)) of the connection which D induced on Hom(E, E) k, by (2.23) and (2.24) is compatible, with ~. That is, d~ =~0. D.
Then the proof of Proposition 2.21 follows directly from this compatibility and the
Bianchi-identity : D K = O.
Hermitian vector-bundles
Let E be a vector-bundie over X. Then a real-valued function/Y:E-->R is said to define a hermitian structure on E--or more briefly to be a norm for E if the restriction of N to any fiber is a Hermitian norm on that fiber. Thus for each xEX, the expression:
is to define a positive definite Hermitian form on Ex. This form will generally be denoted by <u, v},, or simply <u, v>, and upon occasion by <u, v>~. We of course have N(u) = <u, u}.
When a complex analytic bundle is endowed with a norm, then the inter-play between these two structures gives rise to several interesting phenomena which will be reviewed in this section.
Recall first of all that on a complex manifold the complex valued differential forms v+~ A... A d[v+q, the ] , being local holomorphic functions on X.
As a consequence d splits into d'+ d" where
These two halves of d are then related by:
If E is a vector-bundle over X, then this decomposition of A(X) induces a corresponding decomposition of A(X; E) into A"q(X,E)=AP'q(X)QA,(x)F(E)
, and hence any connection D on E, splits canonically into the sum of
D':F(E)-->AI'~ E) and D":F(E)-*A~ E).
With these preliminaries out of the way we come to the first consequence of the simultaneous existence of a holomorphic and Hermitian structure on E.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let :Y be a Hermitian norm on the analytic bundle E. Then N induces a canonical connection D = D(N) on E which is characterized by the two conditions: (3.3) D preserves the norm ~Y. (3.4) I/s is a holomorphic section o/ E I U then D"s=O on U.
The first condition is expressed by the formula:
where we defined @, s'> as the function <s, s'> (x) = @(x), s'(x)> x and we have in general
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is straightforward. If s is a frame for E, over U, we write N(s) for the matrix of functions:
This is the norm of the frame. Now, let s be a holomorphic frame over U, and let 0 be a prospective connection matrix for E, relative to s. Then (3.5) applied to all the pairs (s j, sk) implies the relation
OiV +NOt=d]V, N=N(s). (3.7)
Hence if 0 is to satisfy this condition, and is also to be of type (1, 0) so as to satisfy (3.4), then we must have:
Thus there is at most one connection with the properties (3.5) and (3.6).
Conversely, let s={s~} be a holomorphic frame over U, and set N(s)=H(s~, sj) H as before. Then the formula:
defines a connection over U, which is seen to be independent of the holomorphic frame s 
Proo/. The first line follows directly from 0 =d'hr'N-1, where N =N(s) is the norm of s.
The others are even more straightforward. Note that because K is of type (1, 1) , the characteristic classes ol the con-
These formulae become especially simple when E is a line bundle. Then a holomorphic frame is simply a nonvanishing holomorphic section s, so that, relative to s, 0 =d' log At(s) and K =d"d' log N(s). Thus in particular, if E admits a global nonvanishing holomorphie section s, then
The next proposition is a refinement of the earlier homotopy formula (2.19 <Lt" s, s )N~ = ~ <s, s )N~, s, s' e F(E). (3.16) where, as be/ore,
I/rp is any invariant [orm in
so that L is well defined. Hence ~'((K[E, N~]; Lt)) is a global form and it suffices to check
locally. We therefore choose a holomorphic frame s=(s~} over U, and set N=Nt(s),:
Then the matrix of L relative to s, is easily computed to be ~N -1, the dot denoting the t-derivative as before. Let us denote this matrix by L also.. 
FinaLly, one now computes directly from L =NN -1 and In other words/)t is the D'-derivative of L t, and it is clear that much of the foregoing depends on just the existence of some LtEF Hem (E, E) for which (3.23) is valid.
In the remainder of this section we will formulate a generalization of (3.16) 
i.e., K[E, D] EALI(X; Hem (E, E)).
This is then clearly an extension of the class of connections induced by Hermitian norms on E.
Next consider a family of connections D t of type (1, 1) . Such a family will be called ,bounded by LtEA~ Hem (E, E)) if the relation (3.23) holds between b~EAI(X; Hem (E, E)) and Lv Note that the elements of F Hem (E, E) may be thought of as defining degree zero differential operators on A(X; E) and on A(X; Horn (E, E)), the latter action being induced by the composition of endomorphisms. With this understood, the bounding condition (3.23) may quite equivalently be expressed by:
[D~,Lt]s=Dts for seF(E). (3.27) In any case it is now easy to check that our earlier argument leading to (3.16) also proves the following more general homotopy lemma. Differentiating these conditions with respect to time one obtains: 
The duality formula
Consider an exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles:
over the base manifold X. We wish to prove the duality formula:
the refined Chern classes of these bundles.
For this purpose consider a norm N on E. Such a norm then induces norms NI on Ez and Nn on Eix in a natural manner: The restriction of N to E1 defines NI, and the restriction of N to the orthocomplement of EF-denoted by E~--determines Nn, via the C ~~ isomorphism of EH and E~ induced by (4.1).
Thus (4.1) gives rise to three Chern forms in A(X):c(E)=c(E, N), and c(E~, N~), i = I, II
; and the duality formula will be established once we prove the following proposition.
( 4.3)
The proof of (4.3) is based upon a specific deformation of the canonical connection D =D(N). To describe this deformation we need certain preliminaries concerning the geometric implications of the exact sequence (4.1).
First we introduce the orthogonal projections
Pt:E-~E~, i=I, II,(1) (4.2) which this situation naturally defines. These are then elements of F Horn (E, E) and therefore--interpreted as degree zero operators, they lead to a decomposition of D =D(N) into four parts: (1, 0) (4.5) so that in particular PHD"Pz = 0 implies P~D'PH = O.
In the decomposition just introduced, P~DP~ induces the connection .D( N ~) on El, while P ~ DP j, i ~: j, are degree zero operators o/ type
( 1) Here as in what follows we use the natural projection E~--~EII to identify these two bundles.
It is now quite straightforward to check that the P~ DP~ interpreted as differential operators on E~, satisfy the two conditions which characterize D(N~). We note that one precisely needs (4.4) to show that the connection induced by PtDP~ on E~ is of type (1, 0) --that is satisfies (3.4) .
The deformation which we need for the duality theorem is now defined by: (4.6) By our lemma 5 is a degree zero operator and hence Dt a connection for every tER. We have further:
LEMMA 4.7. The/amily Dt defined by (4.6) (4.5) represents the operator -PI DP~I.
These formulae clearly show the pertinence of our deformation Dt to the problem at hand. When t = -c~, we see that Kz.n=0 and the K~.~ [E, Dt] We have now nearly completed our argument. Indeed, in view of (4.7) and the general homotopy lemma, one has the formula:
valid for all tER. (1) Hence if we could simply put t= -c~, in (4.13), we would be done.
However the integral will not converge in general. In fact, it follows from (4.8) that 4.14) where [] eA~(X; Horn (E, E)) is independent of t. Therefore: Hence (4.13) will remain valid even when a o is deleted from under the integral sign.
But once this is done one may dearly integrate and pass to the limit t= -~, in (4.13) to obtain: This then completes the proof of the duality formula, and also gives us the explicit form ~2ol ~-l"a~ for ~:. In the proof of Theorem I we need to compute the highest component of ~ for the case, dim Ez= 1. Thus we want to expand ~ det ((K[E, D_~] +at[]; P))
c(E)-c(E1
(1) det" is the function denoted by ~o', with ~ffidet, in Section 3; see also (4.19) 
where
zz[E; N], and -A H = ~-~II[E] -~~[ElI ]. Hence i/
E1 admits a nonvanishing holomorphic section s, then by 3.15, so that we are done. In the next section we will discuss the positivity of the ~ given by (4.22) . Let us close this one with a direct consequence of the duality formula which generalizes (4.22) but in a less specific fashion.
C OR 0 LLA~ Y. Let E be a holomorphic bundle over E, which admits k linearly independent
holomorphie sections. Then
Proo/. Let Ex be the bundle spanned by the sections. Then by (3.22) ~(Ex) = 1. Hence by the duality formula ~(E)=d(E/Ez) and the bundle E/E1 has dimension (n-k). Q.E.D.
Remarks on Positivity. The proof of Theorem I completed
As we have seen (4.22) already proves the combinatorial aspects of Theorem I and it remains only to discuss the "sign" of the ~ there constructed.
We recall first of all that A~'P(X) contains a well determined convex cone of positive 
. Let ~ be an n x n matrix o] [orms o/ type (p, p). Then ~ is positive, i] there exist n x m raatrices Nr, o/type (p, O) such that
To simpli/y the notation we will, in the sequel, call such a holomorphic bundle with a given Hermitian norm simply a Hermitian bundle, denote it by a single letter E, and write K[E],
~[E], e(E) etc., instead o/ K[E; iV], ~[E, iV], e(E) etc. Such a bundle is called positive if ~[E] ~> O.
That these notions of positivity on the form and the vector-bundle level are compatible follows readily from the following lemma: If we now take all the barred terms to the right and reorder them in ascending order according to their first lower index then, because p is odd (-1) ~ cancels out and this expression is seen to take the form: ~ .... n.
As an immediate corollary we have: 
O --+ E z -+ E -+ E z z --+ O
our lemma yields the following inequalities: In the notation of that section, define f2~[E], i=I, I1, to be the form ~P~K[EJP~ interpreted as a section of A~(X; Hom (E~, E~)). Then in view of (4.4) and (4.8) we immediately obtain the inequalities:
Put differently, sub-bundles are less positive and quotient bundles more positive, than the bundle itself.
We next return to the formula (4.22):
c~(E) = ~d"d'{log N(s).cn_~(EH) + ~}
where ~ = ~ ~-a det ~ ((~[EH]; ~z~[E] -~2[E~z])
). Hence ~ is an alternating sum of positive terms and therefore neither positive or negative.
However, this is not serious. In fact we can add to ~ a closed form ~o so as to make ~ +~0 I> 0 and ~-~0~0. This is done as follows: Let
Then by the definition of det ~, ~0=~-l(~)cn_l(E11), and hence is a closed form. Further note that in view of (5.4), we have
det ~ ((g2[Ezz]; s ~> det~((~/[EH]; AH(E))),
and so our assertion concerning ~o is correct.
We next replace ~ by ~-~o in (4.1) and use the definition d c =i(d" -d').
The formula (4.7) then takes the form:
(5.9) (5.10) with the bracketed term /> 0 wherever log ~V--l(8)>0, i.e., wherever N(s)< 1. Applied to B*(E), this formula therefore precisely proves Theorem I.
The relative Gauss Bonnet theorem
We already remarked in the introduction that the first main inequality of the Nevanlinna theory may be thought of as a twice integrated version of the formula (1.2) in Theorem I. The first integral of (1.2) leads to the generalized theorem of Gauss-Bonnet (for the complex case) and so serves to give a geometric interpretation of the Chern classes c~(E).
In this section we will, for the sake of completeness, briefly derive this development.
The situation we wish to study is the following one: let E be a holomorphic n-bundle with a Hermitian norm N, over the complex n-manifold X with boundary aX = Y, and assume that s~ is a nonvanishing section of E over Y. The question now arises when s~ may be extended to all of X without vanishing, and Theorem I, in the explicit form given by (4.22) may be interpreted as giving an answer to this question.
Indeed, let E0~ E, be the subset {elN(e)>0 ~ complementary to the zero-section in E, and let ze0:E0-->E be the projection. As we already remarked, the identity inclusion
Eo-->E then induces a nonvanishing section sx of g~X(E) over E0, so that the formula (5.10) gives rise to a definite form ~ over Eo, for which dd c .
e = ~o c,,(E).
At this stage we will actually only need the form d c ~(E)=~, for which we therefore clearly have the identity
~*cn(E) =dr(E). (6.1)
In terms of this form, the answer to our question is given by the following proposition.
PROPOSlTIO~ 6.2. The section sy o] Eol Y may be extended to all o/E o i/and only i/ f :" on(E) -8, ~(E) = O.
X X
The proof of this proposition follows directly from quite elementary obstruction
theory, once it is established that the expression r(X; Y; sy)= Sx cn(E) -.Its* rl(E), always
measures the number of times any extension of s~ to X has to vanish. To be more precise we need to rooM1 the topological definition of the order of vanishing of a section s of E at a point p which is an isolated zero of s. This is an integer, denoted by zero(a; p), which is defined as follows:
Let B~ be a disc of radius e>0 about p, relative to local coordinates centered at p. 
Then, j* ~(E) = -the orientation class o/S(E~).
( 6.7) Granted (6.7) we proceed as follows.
Let X~ be obtained from X by removing the interiors of little discs B~ of radius s about p~ from X. Then there is a ~>0 so that s will not vanish on X~ for 0<s~<~. Also choose trivializations ~ of E I B~. We then have because s is a section of E 0 over X~. Now by Stokes formula it follows that ~i ~pi~(E) when ~ is Using the ~ it is now clear that ~0B~ s*~(E) is approximately ~on~ * "* small. Hence by (6.7) --'~0B~ s*~7(E)--~zero (s, p~). Thus (6.8) goes over directly into (6.5) as s-+0. Q.E.D.
It is Proposition 6.6 which therefore lies at the center of these formulae. To prove it one may explicitly integrate the form described by (5.10). Alternatively one may apply the argument we just gave in reverse, to a situation where (6.5) can be established by some other means. We will follow the second alternative because many of the concepts which are needed for this special example will also be used later. Note finally, that because of the functorial definition of ~](E) ~*~(E) is a well determined/orm on $2~-1 modulo only unitary trans/ormations o/that sphere. In short, to prove (6.7) it will be sufficient to find an example of a Hermitian bundle E over the complex manifold X with OX = 0 together with a section s of E, such that: a) s has a single isolated zero at p E X, with zero(s, p) = 1 fl)
n(E) 1. J X As we will now show, an example of this type is furnished by the complex projective space and the "quotient bundle" over it.
Let then V be a fixed complex vector space, of dim (n+ 1 Clearly the second term tends to zero, while the first tends to + 1, as is seen directly if we write z=re ie, log z=log r+iO and recall that dC=id" -id'. Thus fl) is true for n=l.
To get fl) in general one may use the Whitney duality formula. In the present instance this formula yields:
c( S~( V) }. c(Ql( V) } = C( Tl( V) } = 1.
Thus ca(Q(V)} = [ -Cl(SI(V)}] n. For n = 1, this implies that Cl(SI(V~)} is an orientation class of PI(V~). Now under the inclusion V~--> V, SI(V ) clearly restricts to SI(V~). Hence clSI(V)} restricts to an orientation class of PI(V2). But then cl(SI(V)} must generate H~(X;Z), X=PI(V ) and hence (-1)ncI{SI(V)} must be an orientation class for PI(V)
in general. Q.E.D.
An important corollary of (6.5) is the following interpretation of c~(E):
COROLLXRu 6.13.
Let E be a holomorphic n-bundle over the complex n:mani/old X, and let s:X--> E be a smooth section o/E, which is ~=0 on 9X, and which is transversal to the zero section o/X in E. Then zero(s) has a natural structure o/a C ~ mani/old o/real codimension 2n in X, and the proper orientation class o/zero(s) is the Poincard dual o/c~(E).
Proo/. Let ? be a smooth singular n-cycle in the interior of X, which is transversal to zero(s), i.e., every singular simplex a which intersects zero(s), meets it in an isolated interior point. Just as in the proof of (6.4) one now concludes from (6.7) that
f cn(E)=intersection(~,zero(s)) §
Hence summing over a in ?, we obtain:
Remark I. It is of course artificial to bring in any assumption of complex analyticity when dealing with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, and one could modify this account by defining ~ directly on any smooth hermitian bundle. However as we are primarily interested in the complex analytic case here and the more general approach would have taken us even further afield, we only discussed that case. In the next integration the analytic structure plays a vital role.
Remark II. There are two quite straightforward generalizations of the exact sequence
over Pi(V), for which we will have use later on.
Namely, if Pn(V) denotes the Grassmanian of n-dimensional subspaces of V, we have the corresponding sequence
O'-> Sn( V) --> Tn( V) -->Qn( V) -->0
over P,~(V), with Tn(V ) =Pn(V) x V, and Sn(V) being the subset of pairs (A, v) with yEA.
Finally this construction makes sense when V is replaced by a vector bundle E over X. That is, one defines Pn(E) as the pairs (A, x) consisting of a point xEX, and an ndimensional subspace A in E x. One lets Tn(E) be the bundle induced from E over Pn(E) by the projection Pn(E) -->X, and then obtains an exact sequence
O-*S,~(E)-> Tn(E)-->Q,~(E)-->O over Pn(E)
where Sn(E) consists of the triples (A, x, e) with ecA.
The second integration; definition of the order function
We are now in a position to discuss the generalized first inequality of the Nevanlinna theory. Just as in Section 6, we will be dealing with a holomorphie hermitian vector bundle E over the complex manifold X, however instead of assuming that X is compact we assume only that X admits a "concave exhaustion"/. By definition, such an exhaustion is a smooth real valued function,/, on X such that (7.1) / maps X onto R + (7.2) / is proper, that is,/-I(K) is compact whenever K is. 
The behavior of T(r) as r-l>+ oo is then to be thought of as the analogue of Sxcn(E) in the compact case.
One next defines a corresponding order/unction for the number of zeroes of a section s on E which is assumed to have only isolated zeroes, by the formula
N(r,s): zero(s, Xrldr <7
where zero(a, Xr) =~ zero(s, p), p ranging over the zeroes of s interior to Xr.
We note that if the integral along the boundary of XT could be disregarded, the formula (6.5) would imply that N(r, s) = T(r). This is of course false in general, however we do have the following estimate of this error term under certain circumstances.
FIRST MAIN THEOREM. Let E be a positive Hermitian bundle over X where X has a concave exhaustion ]. LeA s be a holomorphic section of E with isolated zeroes, and let N(r, s) be the order function o/these zeroes. Then N (r, s) < T(r)
+constant (7.6)
where T(r) is the order function of E. In particular if cn(E) >0 at some point o/X, then lim {N(r, s)/T(r)} <~ 1. Hence the deficiency measure of s, defined by: ~(s)=l-tim {N(r, s)/T(r)} satisfies the inequality
Proof. Let F c X • tt be the graph of/, and let W be the region in X • R, which is "above" F and "below" the slice X • r:
W={(x, t)If(x)<t<r; xeX, teR}.
The natural projection W--->XT will be denoted by a. 
It is then clear that
T(r) = ~ a* c~(E) dt
T(r)= ~ w
Now the boundary of W clearly falls into the top-face XT • r, and the bottom face YT, which is the graph of/]XT:
Further, the integrand in (7.8) clearly restricts to zero on the top-face, as dt does. Hence, keeping track of the orientation we obtain -1/4gfrra*s*d~ A dt for this integral, so that identifying F, with X~ one obtains: When this identity is substituted into (7.9) and the Stokes formula is used once more in the first term we obtain the relation:
'f T(r) = de/ 9 2 -~ ]tddC/, ). = s *Q(E) (7.12)
0 Xr X r and this is the basic integral relation which lies behind the first main theorem when does not vanish on Xr.
In the case when s vanishes at isolated points p,, i = 1 ..... m, in Xr let X~ be obtained from Xr by deleting e discs D,(e) about the p~, and let W(e) be W with the solid cylinders C~(e) above these discs removed. Now
T(r)=~---lim( a*s*ddC~Adt, 7~ e->O d W(t)
and on W(e) we may apply our earlier argument. However this time ~W(e) also contains:
the boundaries of the cylinders C~(e), contributing the extra term
41---~ foev~)a* s *dC e A dr,
which by (6.5) is easily seen to tend to N(r, s) as e-->0. Hence (7.12) is modified to:
We next apply the following lemma which will be proved later by an estimate.
(7.13~
L~,M~A. In the situation just described;
(7.14) lim ;
Idr 21=0, 2=s*Q(E). In view of this good state of affairs we may pass to the limit in (7.13) to obtain the fundamental integral formula:
T(r)-2~(r,s)=~-~foxrdC/A~-~fxr~dd~/, ~=s'~(E).
(7.17)
The inequality of the first main theorem now follows directly. Indeed, by Theorem I, Proo] o/the lemma. We need to estimate the form X =s*~ near an isolated singularity, :p, of s. For this purpose choose a holomorphic trivialization q):E-->Ep, of E near p. Then ~*Q will be close to (~os)*~*~ near p, so that it is sufficient to study this form near p. Our ~irst task is therefore to describe j*~.
Let 7~:Ev-->p, and set E=7~-I(Ev) be the induced bundle over Ep. The identity map Ev-->Ev, then defines a section s of E, which does not vanish on Er.o= Ev-0, and so generates a sub-bundle El of E there. Let ]~:Ep.o--~E be the inclusion. The form ~*~ is then made out of the curvature forms of E1 and EH = E/Ez, according to the prescription (5.10).
Now as E is clearly the trivial Hermitian bundle over Ep-0, the curvature of E vanishes identically. Hence K(EIz) has the form ~/~ 6", where ~ is the degree zero operator PHDP1
of Section 4, and may be computed explicitly. Indeed let u~, ~ = 1 .... , n, be an orthonormal =[rame for Ev, and let z~ be the corresponding local coordinates on Ev so that With the aid of (7.18) one may estimate all the terms of (5.10) and so conclude that:
where ~ is bounded on all of E~.0.
The lemma now follows easily from (7.19).
Assume first that s is transversal to the zero section at p. Then the Jacobian of q~os is not zero at p. For our convergence questions ~os may therefore be replaced by the identity map. Now let D(~) be the ball of radius e about 0 in Cn. Then if Q is of the type given by (7.19) we clearly have f 0A0-->0, and f ~AOA~-->0
OD(e) D(e)
for any bounded 1-forms 0 and ~ because the volume of the sphere of radius r is of the order r ~-1 and so dominates r 2(~-1) log r. The lemma therefore is clear in that case. For a general isolated zero of s, there exist arbitrarily small perturbations of s with only a finite number of nondegenerate zeroes near p. Hence our lemma also holds in that case.
Equidistribufion in measure
In this section we derive the generalized first equidistibution theorem from the first main theorem with the aid of two essentially known but hard to refer to propositions which are then taken up in later sections.
We start with a statement of the theorem we are after:
Let E be a complex vector bundle o/fiber-dimension n, over the complex connected mani/old X, and let V= F(E) be a/inite dimensional space of holomorphic sections o/ E. Assume /urther that, 
Pt(V)
The proof of Proposition 8.6
This assertion is clearly a variant of Bertini's theorem, and is proved along the same lines. Briefly the argument runs as follows.
Let K=e~,I{Sm(V)}, and consider the associated projective bundle Pi(K) over X.
(See the remark at the end of Section 6 for these concepts.) There is a natural imbedding of Remark. The transpose of jt is given by J:Xx-+Hom (kz, Ex) and may be identified with the Jacobian of ev at x. Thus condition (8.2)/~) implies that ev is an immersion near %. From this it follows easily that cn(E)>0 near %.
PI(K)
in
Some remarks on integral geometry. The proof of Proposition 8.7
Suppose ~r: Y--->X is a smooth fibering of compact manifolds with oriented fiber 2'.
In that situation there is a well-defined operation Finally consider the points of 2-1(z), with z a regular (i.e., not critical) value of 2.
We see first of all that these points correspond precisely to the intersections of c(z) with ](K) and furthermore that all these intersections are transversal so that the intersection numbers are well-defined and their algebraic sum, is precisely deg (2, z) . The theorem now follows from the fact that the critical set of smooth maps have measure zero.
The proposition (8.7) which motivated this excursion is a direct consequence of the formulae (10.5) and (10.10). Indeed, let r=d-n, and consider the exact sequence
O-* Sr( V)--> Tr( V)-->Qr( V)-->O over Pr( V).
Let ev:X-->Pr(V) be the evaluation map, so that evl[Qr(V)]=E. We now apply (10. 
The Nevanlinua Theorem
We conclude this paper with a short account of the classical Nevanlinna theorem.
In particular we would like to show that the second main theorem of the Nevanlinna theory is also a consequence of the integral formula which yields the first main inequality.
We therefore specialize all our constructions as follows:
(11.1) For X we take the plane C, with an exhaustion, /(z), for which/(z) =log [z[ when ] z]/>1.
(11.2) E is the trivial line bundle over X, so that F(E) is the space of holomorphic functions on C.
(11.3) VcF(E) is a 2-dimensional sufficiently ample subspace of F(E), i.e., one generated by two functions s 1 and s2EF(E ) which are not proportional, and which do not have any common zeroes.
Remarks. ~)
The assumption that E is the trivial bundle is really no restriction as all holomorphic bundles over C are known to be trivial.
fl) The function log I z[, is harmonic for large ]z] and therefore has the property ddc/=0. Hence ] does define a "concave" exhaustion. On the other hand, the function (11.14)
We bring only the proof for n = 1, the general case being similar but involving some complicated identities about the determinant. Let then n be 1, and consider the sequence (see Section 6) of bundles: and this is now precisely the second fundamental inequality of the subject.
O-->SI--> T1--->Q1--~O
The proof of (11.8) now proceeds as follows:
Choose 0<).<1 and write: Hence if it can be shown that lim A(r)/T(r)=0 for every 0 <2 < 1 we will be done.
For this estimate, one first uses the concavity of the logarithm: Namely, if z =re ~a are the usual coordinates in C, then for r large enough; r ~> ro; we have /= lnr, whence de/= dO and d/=dr/r. In particular, 89 SoxdC/= 1. It follows from the concavity of log that for c > lnr o We can clearly conclude from (11.21) and these two lemmas that li__m A(c)/T(c)=O, so that the Nevanlinna theorem is a direct consequence of (11.22) and (11.23).
Both Lemmas are well-known, see for instance [2] . The first one follows from an integral geometry argument, while the second one is a purely real variable inequality.
